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Abstract. A significant increase in the summertime occur-1

rence of a high pressure area over the Beaufort Sea, the Cana-2

dian Arctic Archipelago, and Greenland has been observed3

from the beginning of the 2000’s, and particularly between4

2007 and 2012. These circulation anomalies are likely partly5

responsible for the enhanced Greenland ice sheet melt as well6

as the Arctic sea ice loss observed since 2007. Therefore,7

it is interesting to analyse whether similar conditions might8

have happened since the late 19th century over the Arctic9

region. We have used an atmospheric circulation type classi-10

fication based on daily mean sea level pressure and 500hPa11

geopotential height data from five reanalysis datasets (ERA-12

Interim, ERA-40, NCEP/NCAR, ERA-20C, and 20CRv2) to13

put the recent circulation anomalies in perspective with the14

atmospheric circulation variability since 1871. We found that15

circulation conditions similar to 2007–2012 have occurred16

in the past, despite a higher uncertainty of the reconstructed17

circulation before 1940. For example, only ERA-20C shows18

circulation anomalies that could explain the 1920–1930 sum-19

mertime Greenland warming, in contrast to 20CRv2. While20

the recent anomalies exceed by a factor of two the interan-21

nual variability of the atmospheric circulation of the Arctic22

region, their origin (natural variability or global warming)23

remains debatable.24

25

1 Introduction26

Over the last years, and particularly since 2007, significant27

atmospheric circulation anomalies have been observed over28

different parts of the Arctic. Based on 500 hPa geopotential29

height (Z500), Fettweis et al. (2013) reported a doubled fre-30

quency of summertime anticyclones centred over Greenland,31

representing an increased frequency of negative NAO (North32

Atlantic Oscillation) conditions. This circulation anomaly33

impacts the climate of a major part of the Arctic region by34

favouring warm southerly air advection over west Green-35

land and the Canadian Arctic Archipelago, and rather cold36

polar flow over Svalbard and the Barents Sea. This circula-37

tion anomaly partly explains the sharply enhanced melt of38

the Greenland ice sheet (Tedesco et al., 2008; Hanna et al.,39

2009; Fettweis et al., 2013; Rajewicz and Marshall, 2014)40

and the stabilisation of the melt rate of the Svalbard glaciers41

(Moholdt et al., 2010) despite Arctic warming (Serreze et al.,42

2009). In the same way, Bezeau et al. (2014) have shown43

that the increased melt of glaciers and ice caps in the Cana-44

dian Arctic Archipelago is related to the increased occur-45

rence of high pressure systems over this region over 2007–46

2012. Ballinger et al. (2014) highlighted an increase in the47

summertime frequency of the Beaufort Sea High over the48

last decade, on the basis of the mean sea level pressure49

(SLP). They found that this circulation anomaly is signif-50

icantly anti-correlated with the Arctic Oscillation (AO) in-51

dex, which has decreased over the same period (Hanna et al.,52

2014a). Moreover, this anomaly is simultaneous with the in-53

creased frequency of the Greenland High described above54

suggesting that both anomalies are linked. Finally, these cir-55

culation anomalies have been implicated in the recent Arctic56

sea ice extent (SIE) decrease (Wang et al., 2009; Overland57

et al., 2012; Matsumura et al., 2014; Stroeve et al., 2014;58

Simmonds, 2015). High pressure systems over the Canadian59

Arctic Archipelago and Greenland favour sea ice export from60

the Arctic basin through the Fram Strait and the Barents Sea,61

which is particularly effective for sea ice loss during summer62

(Wang et al., 2009).63

It is interesting to study whether the recent circulation64

anomalies are unique (and potentially caused by global65

warming) or if similar anomalies have already occurred dur-66

ing the instrumental period (since the late 19th century)67

due to the natural variability of the climatic system. We68
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have put the 2007–2012 summertime atmospheric circulation69

anomaly over the Arctic region in perspective with the recon-70

structed circulation over the instrumental period. To achieve71

this, we have used an atmospheric circulation type classifi-72

cation (CTC) to distinguish the main circulation types over73

the Arctic region and to analyse their frequency changes over74

time, as done by Ballinger et al. (2014) over the Beaufort Sea,75

Bezeau et al. (2014) over the Canadian Arctic Archipelago,76

and Fettweis et al. (2013) over Greenland. Since the aim of77

CTCs is to group similar circulation situations together (Huth78

et al., 2008; Philipp et al., 2010; Käsmacher and Schneider,79

2011), this methodology allows a synthetic analysis of the at-80

mospheric circulation over a given region at a daily scale (i.e.81

the characteristic time scale of synoptic circulation patterns82

like high pressure systems). CTCs are widely used to com-83

pare datasets (e.g. reanalyses, General Circulation Model84

outputs), to evaluate their ability to reproduce the observed85

atmospheric circulation, and to detect changes in the ob-86

served and projected atmospheric circulation (Bardossy and87

Caspary, 1990; Kyselý and Huth, 2006; Philipp et al., 2007;88

Anagnostopoulou et al., 2009; Demuzere et al., 2009; Pas-89

tor and Casado, 2012; Fettweis et al., 2013; Belleflamme90

et al., 2013, 2014). While a wide range of classifications91

has been developed to study the atmospheric circulation (e.g.92

leader-algorithm approaches (Fettweis et al., 2011), prin-93

cipal component analyses (Huth, 2000), optimization algo-94

rithms (Philipp et al., 2007) including self-organising maps95

(Käsmacher and Schneider, 2011; Bezeau et al., 2014; Hope96

et al., 2014), no method can be considered as being overall97

better than the others (Philipp et al., 2010). Thus, we use our98

CTC that has been developed for the Arctic region and es-99

pecially for Greenland (Fettweis et al., 2011). This CTC has100

already been used to compare reanalysis datasets and Gen-101

eral Circulation Model outputs over Greenland with the aim102

of detecting circulation changes (Belleflamme et al., 2013)103

and to analyse temperature related flow analogues over the104

Greenland ice sheet (Fettweis et al., 2013).105

In this study, we apply the CTC developed by Fettweis106

et al. (2011) (described in Sect. 3) to daily SLP and Z500107

fields from different reanalysis datasets (detailed in Sect. 2).108

In Sect. 4.1.1, we put in perspective the summertime circula-109

tion of 2007–2012 with the circulation variability observed110

since 1871. The influence of the uncertainties of the past111

circulation on our results is discussed in Sect. 4.1.2. After112

a comparison between the SLP and the Z500-based results in113

Sect. 4.2, we analyse the links between the circulation type114

frequencies and NAO and SIE in Sect. 4.3.115

2 Data116

We used daily SLP and Z500 data for the summer months117

(JJA - June, July, and August) of five reanalysis datasets:118

– the ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011) from the119

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts120

(ECMWF) (spatial resolution: 0.75◦ × 0.75◦) over the121

period 1979–2014,122

– the ERA-40 reanalysis from the ECMWF (Uppala et al.,123

2005) (spatial resolution: 1.125◦× 1.125◦) over the pe-124

riod 1958–1978 used to extend ERA-Interim. It should125

be noted that ERA-40 is known to have significant bi-126

ases in its vertical temperature profile (Screen and Sim-127

monds, 2011), which is used in the geopotential height128

calculation. However, the impact of these biases on our129

Z500-based results should be limited, since the most130

problematic year (i.e. 1997) is not included in the ERA-131

40 period considered here.132

– the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis from the National Centers133

for Environmental Prediction – National Center for At-134

mospheric Research (Kalnay et al., 1996) (spatial reso-135

lution: 2.5◦ × 2.5◦) over the period 1948–2014,136

– the ERA-20C reanalysis from the ECMWF (Poli et al.,137

2013) (spatial resolution: 1.125◦× 1.125◦) over the pe-138

riod 1900–2010. The spread evaluating the uncertainty139

of the ERA-20C data was not yet available when con-140

ducting this study.141

– the Twentieth Century Reanalysis version 2 (20CRv2)142

(Compo et al., 2011) from the NOAA ESRL/PSD (Na-143

tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Earth144

System Research Laboratory/Physical Sciences Divi-145

sion) (spatial resolution: 2◦×2◦) over the period 1871–146

2012. The 20CRv2 data are constructed as the ensemble147

mean of 56 runs. The standard deviation (called spread)148

of this ensemble mean is also given for each variable149

(in our case SLP and Z500). We used it to estimate the150

uncertainty of our 20CRv2-based results, in particular151

before the overlapping period with the other reanalysis152

datasets when the assimilated observations are sparse.153

In fact, the spread, and thus the uncertainty of the recon-154

structed atmospheric circulation in 20CRv2, strongly155

depends on the number of pressure observations, which156

is low before 1940 (Compo et al., 2011).157

It is important to note that only SLP, sea surface tempera-158

ture (SST), and sea ice are assimilated into 20CRv2, and SLP,159

SST, and oceanic near-surface air temperature and wind into160

ERA-20C. The other reanalyses also assimilate satellite and161

upper air data every 6 h. Therefore, 20CRv2 and ERA-20C162

are a priori less reliable than the other more constrained re-163

analyses.164

Additionally, daily sea ice cover data from ERA-Interim165

are also used over the 1980–2014 JJA period.166

Since the reanalyses have different spatial resolutions, and167

to avoid the problem of decreasing pixel area near the pole168

when using geographic coordinates, all reanalysis outputs169

have been linearly interpolated to a regular grid with a spatial170

resolution of 100 km. Our integration domain has a size of171
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5000 × 6000 km and covers the whole Arctic Ocean, Green-172

land, and the northern part of the Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 1).173

Finally, monthly NAO data over the period 1871–2013174

were obtained from the Climatic Research Unit (CRU). This175

NAO index is defined as the normalised difference between176

the SLP measured in the Azores (Ponta Delgada) and Iceland177

(Reykjavik).178

3 Method179

The SLP data from the different reanalyses were compared180

using the automatic circulation type classification developed181

by Fettweis et al. (2011) and used over Greenland by Belle-182

flamme et al. (2013) and Fettweis et al. (2013), and over183

Europe by Belleflamme et al. (2014). This CTC is consid-184

ered a leader-algorithm method (Philipp et al., 2010), be-185

cause each class is defined by a reference day and a simi-186

larity threshold. After having calculated the similarity index187

(see below) between all pairs of days of the dataset, the day188

counting the most similar days (i.e. with a similarity index189

value above the similarity threshold) is selected as the refer-190

ence day for the first type. All days considered as similar to191

this reference day are grouped into this type. The same pro-192

cedure is repeated type by type over the remaining days of193

the dataset. This whole process is repeated many times for194

various similarity thresholds in order to optimize the classi-195

fication. The similarity between the days is gauged by the196

Spearman rank correlation coefficient. The key feature of us-197

ing correlation-based similarity indices is that they are not198

influenced by the average SLP of a day, but only by its spa-199

tial pattern (Philipp et al., 2007). Thus, in contrary to Fet-200

tweis et al. (2011) and Fettweis et al. (2013), who used the201

Euclidean distance as similarity index and Z500 to take into202

account the influence of the temperature on the upper level203

circulation, we used the Spearman rank correlation and SLP204

to focus exclusively on the circulation pattern. In order to205

minimize the influence of eventual temperature biases into206

the SLP retrieving computation, especially over elevated re-207

gions like Greenland (Lindsay et al., 2014), we only consid-208

ered oceanic pixels when performing the SLP-based classifi-209

cation. For comparison, the same procedure was done using210

Z500, but all pixels of the domain were taken into account,211

since there is much less influence of the surface and its ele-212

vation at this level.213

This CTC is automatic, meaning that the circulation types214

are built by the algorithm and not predefined by the user.215

This implies that the circulation types obtained using dif-216

ferent datasets will be different and thus difficult to com-217

pare. To overcome this problem, we “projected” the types218

of a reference dataset onto the other datasets, i.e. the types219

obtained for the reference dataset were imposed as prede-220

fined types for the other datasets, as proposed by Huth (2000)221

and implemented by Belleflamme et al. (2013) and Belle-222

flamme et al. (2014). Since the types are now the same for all223

datasets, they can easily be compared. Lindsay et al. (2014)224

compared seven reanalysis datasets (including ERA-Interim,225

NCEP/NCAR, and 20CRv2) over the Arctic for the 1980–226

2009 period and they conclude that ERA-Interim gives the227

best results for various variables (e.g. SLP, T2M, wind speed)228

compared with observations. Thus, we used the ERA-Interim229

dataset over the 1980–2012 period, which is common to all230

reanalyses used here (except ERA-20C) and includes the231

2007–2012 circulation anomaly, as the reference dataset.232

As said above, the 20CRv2 reanalysis SLP data are given233

as an ensemble mean of 56 runs and the spread around234

this ensemble mean. To evaluate the uncertainty from the235

20CRv2-based data estimated by this spread, we have per-236

formed 20 000 classification runs (note that using 5000 or237

10 000 runs does not affect the results). For each run, the238

daily spread, multiplied by a factor varying randomly be-239

tween −1 and 1, is added to the daily SLP. Due to the high240

number of runs, all multiplying factor values have equal like-241

lihood and their average tends to zero. Thus, no systematic242

SLP bias is introduced in the 20 000-run ensemble. If adding243

or subtracting the spread implies a sufficient alteration in244

the SLP pattern of a given day, this day could be classified245

into another circulation type, compared to the run using the246

20CRv2 SLP ensemble mean (called hereafter 20CRv2 ref-247

erence run). The same procedure has been done for Z500.248

In our CTC, the number of classes is fixed by the user.249

On the basis of the ERA-Interim SLP over the 1980–2012250

summers (JJA), six circulation types were retained. This is251

the lowest number of classes needed to obtain the two pat-252

terns in which we are the most interested in (i.e. the Beau-253

fort Sea High and the Greenland High) as well marked types.254

Minimizing the number of types allows a more concise and255

synthetic analysis. Nevertheless, the main conclusions of this256

study are the same when using 5, 8, or 10 types. The six ob-257

tained circulation types can be described as follows (Fig. 1):258

Type 1 is characterised by a low pressure system centred over259

the Arctic Ocean and represents about 14% of the classified260

days during 1980–2012. On the other hand, Type 2 is marked261

by a high pressure located over the Beaufort Sea and the262

western part of the Arctic Ocean. Type 3 presents a strong263

Icelandic low and higher pressure along the Russian coast.264

Type 4 is the Greenland High type and accounts for 24%265

of the classified days. Types 5 and 6 show opposite patterns,266

with a low (respectively high) pressure east of Svalbard sur-267

rounded by high (respectively low) pressure systems. It is268

important to note that Type 6 also contains the unclassified269

days, i.e. the days for which the similarity index values with270

regard to the reference days of all types lie below the simi-271

larity thresholds of these types (< 1% of the classified days272

for the ERA-Interim reference classification).273

Despite the difference between the SLP and Z500-based274

circulation types, six types were also retained for Z500 (Sup-275

plement Fig. S1). Type 1 is characterised by a strong depres-276

sion centred over the Arctic Ocean. This depression is lo-277

cated further to the east in Type 2, which also presents a slight278
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ridge over Greenland. In Type 3, the depression is situated279

over the Greenland and Svalbard region. Type 4 is marked280

by two depressions, the Icelandic Low and a low over the281

Chukchi Sea, and a ridge over the Barents and Kara Seas.282

Type 5 combines the Greenland High and the Beaufort Sea283

High. Finally, Type 6 shows a high pressure system over the284

Arctic Ocean, while the depression is split into three parts285

(i.e. the Icelandic Low, a low over the Kara Sea, and a low286

over the Canadian Arctic Archipelago).287

4 Results288

There is a very good agreement between the frequencies of289

the circulation types and their evolution over time for all re-290

analyses over 1958–2012, as well for SLP (Fig. 2) as for291

Z500 (Supplement Fig. S2). Nevertheless, two notable dif-292

ferences have to be pointed out. The first difference is a sys-293

tematic overestimation of about 4–6% of the frequency of294

Type 3 at the expense of Type 2 by 20CRv2 compared to295

the full constrained reanalyses (ERA-40/ERA-Interim and296

NCEP/NCAR) for SLP. This bias is in agreement with the297

findings of Lindsay et al. (2014), who report a positive SLP298

bias over Asia for 20CRv2 (using monthly data), since Type299

3 is characterised by an anticyclone over the Asian part of300

the domain, in contrary to Type 2. The second difference is301

an overestimation of Type 2 at the expense of Type 1 and302

to a lesser extent of Type 3 by ERA-20C over its whole pe-303

riod (1900–2010) compared to all the other reanalyses used304

here, for the SLP-based classification. This frequency bias305

is particularly important before 1950 compared to 20CRv2.306

In fact, ERA-20C overestimates SLP over the whole Arctic307

Ocean, and especially over the Beaufort Sea, compared to the308

other reanalyses (not shown). This implies that more ERA-309

20C days are considered as similar to Type 2 (Beaufort Sea310

– Arctic Ocean High) at the expense of Type 1 (low pres-311

sure over the Arctic Ocean) and Type 3 (low pressure over312

Greenland and the Canadian Arctic Archipelago). The ERA-313

20C SLP bias is particularly important before 1950 compared314

to 20CRv2, but it is still present over the last decades com-315

pared to ERA-40, ERA-Interim, and NCEP/NCAR. How-316

ever, since 20CRv2 also shows systematic biases, it is not317

possible to consider one of these two reanalyses as more re-318

liable than the other.319

4.1 Sea level pressure320

4.1.1 Circulation type frequency evolution321

The frequencies of Type 2 (Beaufort Sea – Arctic Ocean322

High) and Type 4 (Greenland High) are almost twice as323

large during 2007–2012 compared with the 1871–2014 aver-324

age (Fig. 2). These frequency anomalies are similar to those325

found by Ballinger and Sheridan (2014) and Ballinger et al.326

(2014) for the Beaufort Sea, by Fettweis et al. (2013) for327

Greenland, and by Bezeau et al. (2014) for the Canadian328

Arctic Archipelago. They are compensated by a decrease in329

frequency of Type 3 by a factor of two, and to a lesser ex-330

tent of Type 1. Both types are characterised by a low pres-331

sure system over the Arctic. Over the record, Types 2 and332

4 never experienced such high frequencies over several con-333

secutive summers since 1871. Between 2007 and 2012, two334

summers for Type 2 and five summers for Type 4 presented335

a higher frequency than the 90th percentile frequency, mean-336

ing a return period of about 10 years (Table 1). However,337

20CRv2 suggests that similar circulation type frequencies338

were observed before 1880 while the uncertainty is very339

high over that period. Moreover, Type 4 shows some sum-340

mers with anomalously high frequencies between 1891 and341

1896. Despite the frequency biases described above, ERA-342

20C shows many summers with exceptionally high frequen-343

cies of Type 2 between 1923–1931. Thus, on the basis of344

ERA-20C, the anomalously warm conditions and the associ-345

ated high surface mass loss rates observed over the Green-346

land ice sheet over that period (Chylek et al., 2006; Fettweis347

et al., 2008) could be attributed to atmospheric circulation348

anomalies. In contrast, the 20CRv2 circulation type frequen-349

cies do not present any anomalies over the 1923–1931 pe-350

riod. Finally, atmospheric circulation conditions similar to351

2007–2012 are observed around 1957–1960 for all reanal-352

yses used here. Nevertheless, these four periods were shorter353

than 2007–2012 and not marked by as many anomalous sum-354

mers, except for the 1891–1896 period for 20CRv2 Type 4355

and the 1923–1931 period for ERA-20C Type 2. The anoma-356

lies of the frequencies of Types 2 and 4 (+20%), and Type 3357

(−15 to −20%), are much higher than their interannual fre-358

quency variability (with a standard deviation over the 1871–359

2012 period for the 20CRv2 20 000-run ensemble mean of360

about 7.7%, 9.7%, and 8.2% for Types 2, 3, and 4 respec-361

tively). The frequency anomalies of the other types are of the362

same order than their interannual variability (with a standard363

deviation of about 9.4%, 5%, and 5.6% for Types 1, 5, and 6364

respectively). The exceptional frequency anomalies of 2007–365

2012 could suggest that they are related to global warming.366

However, the 2013 summer shows opposite extremes. On the367

other side, the circulation type frequencies of the 2014 sum-368

mer are of the same order than the 2007–2012 average. This369

suggests that, even if the 2007–2012 circulation anomalies370

might be related to global warming, this link is not straight-371

forward, and the natural variability could largely exceed the372

global warming induced signal.373

The circulation type frequency anomalies are not due to374

changes in the persistence (i.e. the duration of consecutive375

days grouped in the same type). In fact, there is a persistence376

increase for Types 2 and 4, and a decrease for Type 3 over377

2007–2012 with regard to the overall average (not shown).378

But a more detailed analysis shows that these persistence379

changes are artefacts due to the frequency anomalies. Note380

that the 20CRv2 20 000-run ensemble persistence cannot be381

used for a persistence analysis. Since the spread is added with382

a multiplying factor determined randomly for each day, the383
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continuity of the atmospheric circulation over time, i.e. the384

transitions between the circulation types and the succession385

of the types themselves, is not preserved.386

The analysis of the 20CRv2 reference run monthly circu-387

lation type frequencies shows that the 2007–2012 frequency388

anomalies affect all three months (JJA). In this way, the389

2007–2012 period differs from the other anomalous peri-390

ods (1871–1880, 1891–1896, 1923–1931, and 1957–1960).391

For example, the positive frequency anomaly of Type 2 over392

1958–1960 is due to high frequencies during August and393

to a lesser extent during June. For the year 1957, Type 4394

shows frequencies far above normal for June and July, but395

not for August. The 1871–1880 period has many summers396

with above normal frequencies for Type 4, but no systematic397

frequency anomaly lasting a few summers can be detected398

for one particular month.399

4.1.2 20CRv2 frequency uncertainty400

The uncertainty of the 20CRv2 frequencies strongly de-401

creases between 1930 and 1950 to become insignificant over402

the four or five last decades for all types (Fig. 2). It is in-403

teresting to observe that this uncertainty remains relatively404

constant over time before 1940, at a level of around 7–11%405

for the first four types, and around 4–6% for Types 5 and 6.406

Moreover, the 20 000-run ensemble mean frequency, its stan-407

dard deviation, and its 10th and 90th percentiles show an evo-408

lution over time that is almost parallel to the 20CRv2 refer-409

ence run. There is no smoothing of the interannual variability,410

which remains similar to the variability of the last decades411

when going back in time. Finally, the last class, which groups412

the unclassified days, does not show any increase towards the413

beginning of the 20CRv2 period, meaning that there are not414

more days that do not correspond to the main types before415

1940 than over the three last decades (1980–2012). Thus,416

even if there is some uncertainty about the exact frequencies417

before 1940, there is high confidence in the magnitude and418

the time evolution of the circulation type frequencies.419

There are significant circulation type frequency differ-420

ences between the 20 000-run ensemble mean and the421

20CRv2 reference run before 1940. In particular, the fre-422

quency of Types 1 and 2 is strongly overestimated by the423

20 000-run ensemble compared to the 20CRv2 reference run.424

The 20CRv2 reference run annual frequencies turn around425

the 10th percentile of the 20 000-run ensemble for these426

two types. This is compensated by an underestimation of427

the frequencies of the other types by the 20 000-run ensem-428

ble whose 90th percentile frequencies are of the same or-429

der than the 20CRv2 reference run frequencies. These fre-430

quency shifts are due to the pattern of the SLP spread, which431

is much higher over the Arctic Ocean than over the rest of432

the domain for the 1871–1930 period (Fig. 3, bottom). Con-433

sequently, when adding (with a multiplying factor between 0434

and 1) the SLP spread, the pattern of the SLP daily mean is435

changed towards a more anticyclonic pattern over the Arctic436

Ocean, making it similar to Type 2. In the same way, when437

subtracting (with a multiplying factor between −1 and 0) the438

SLP spread, the SLP daily mean becomes more similar to439

Type 1, which presents a low pressure over the Arctic Ocean.440

Further, since the Spearman rank correlation coefficient is441

not sensitive to the average SLP, but only to the SLP pattern,442

the evolution of the frequency uncertainty over time is more443

rather related to the spatial maximum and the standard de-444

viation of the SLP spread than to its average. As shown on445

Fig. 3 (top), the average SLP spread over the Arctic region446

decreases as soon as the beginning of the 20CRv2 era, while447

the spatial maximum and the standard deviation of the SLP448

spread remain high until around 1940.449

4.2 Geopotential height at 500 hPa450

The detected frequency changes are similar to those of SLP.451

The Greenland High and the Beaufort Sea High (Types 2 and452

5) were almost twice as frequent over 2007–2012 than over453

the whole 1871–2014 period (Supplement Fig. S2, Table S1).454

For Type 2 (Greenland High), two of the four other high455

frequency periods found for SLP are also detected: 1871–456

1880 and 1891–1896. The 1957–1960 period is not excep-457

tional on the basis of Z500. This is in agreement with the458

findings of Bezeau et al. (2014), who showed on the basis459

of NCEP/NCAR Z500 that the 2007–2012 period reached460

record values since 1948, despite more frequent anticyclones461

over the Canadian Arctic Archipelago before 1960. The462

1923–1931 period, which is only exceptional on the basis of463

ERA-20C SLP, is not anomalous at the Z500 level.464

As for SLP, the Z500 spread plays an important role in465

the frequency distribution before 1940, when it is the highest466

(Supplement Fig. S3, top). Before 1940, the frequencies of467

the 20CRv2 reference run and to a lesser extent of the 20 000-468

run ensemble mean are much higher for Type 1 (about 20%)469

and Type 2 (about 10%) with respect to the second half of470

the 20th century. This is compensated by particularly low fre-471

quencies of Types 3, 5, and 6, and to a lesser extent of Type472

4. These frequency shifts are probably due to the uncertain-473

ties in the 20CRv2 data before 1940 since they are lower for474

the 20 000-run ensemble compared to the 20CRv2 reference475

run. Moreover, as for SLP, the frequency differences between476

the 20CRv2 reference run and the 20 000-run ensemble mean477

can be explained by the pattern of the Z500 spread, which is478

very close to the SLP spread pattern (Supplement Fig. S3,479

bottom). When subtracting the spread, the circulation tends480

to become more cyclonic over the Arctic Ocean, favouring481

the shift of days into Types 1, 2, and 4. In the same way,482

adding the spread gives a more anticyclonic character to the483

circulation. This favours Types 3, 5, and 6. But Types 1 and484

2 count for about 80% of all days before 1940. Therefore,485

subtracting the spread has only a limited impact on the fre-486

quency distribution, since it favours Types 1 and 2, which487

already contain most of the days. On the opposite, adding488

the spread at the expense of Types 1 and 2 induces much489
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more frequency changes, since more days can be shifted into490

another type.491

4.3 Links with other variables492

4.3.1 North Atlantic Oscillation493

The 30 year running correlation between the circulation type494

frequencies and the JJA CRU NAO index (calculated as the495

average of the JJA monthly CRU NAO index values) shows496

a very good agreement between the different reanalyses on497

the basis of SLP and Z500. Further, the almost similar evo-498

lution of this correlation for the 20CRv2 reference run and499

the 20 000-run ensemble mean confirms that taking into ac-500

count the spread does not impact the frequency variations501

over time.502

For the SLP-based classification, Types 2 and 4 both show503

negative correlations with NAO, while only the correlation504

of Type 3 is always positive (Fig. 4). The link between NAO505

and the three other types is not as clear. The association of506

negative NAO phases with high frequencies of Types 2 and 4507

is even more evident when adding both frequencies together,508

the average correlation between NAO and the 20CRv2 ref-509

erence run frequencies over 1871–2012 being of −0.24 for510

Type 2, −0.32 for Type 4, and −0.38 for Types 2+ 4. More-511

over, this association becomes more marked when the 2007–512

2012 anomalous summers are integrated into the calcula-513

tions (i.e. starting in 1992), suggesting a stronger link over514

that period. This is in agreement with Fettweis et al. (2013)515

and Hanna et al. (2014a), who linked the recent circulation516

anomalies and the negative NAO anomalies. For most other517

periods with circulation anomalies (1871–1880, 1891–1896,518

and 1957–1960), there is no clear link between NAO, which519

is less exceptional than over 2007–2012, and the frequency520

of Types 2 and 4. Only the 1923–1931 period shows a clear521

negative correlation between NAO and the frequency of Type522

2 for ERA-20C.523

The Z500-based results are basically the same as for SLP.524

Type 2 shows a negative correlation, while the correlation525

between NAO and the frequency of Type 1 is always pos-526

itive (Supplement Fig. S4). Nevertheless, the correlation of527

Type 5 is not as clear. While it is negative since 1960, the528

20CRv2 reference run and the 20 000-run ensemble mean529

show divergent values before 1940 suggesting that the un-530

certainty due to the 20CRv2 spread has more impact on our531

results for Z500 than for SLP. This is certainly reinforced by532

the underestimation of the frequency of Type 5 before 1940.533

Again, the link between NAO and Types 2 and 5 is stronger534

since 1992, when the 2007–2012 period is integrated into the535

30 year running correlation.536

4.3.2 Sea ice extent537

There is a link between the circulation anomalies and the538

summertime sea ice extent (SIE) loss. As indicated by the539

correlation between the ERA-Interim SIE loss and the ERA-540

Interim SLP-based circulation type frequencies over 1980–541

2014, SIE loss is only favoured by Types 2 (r =−0.47) and 4542

(r =−0.52), while Types 1 (r = 0.50) and 3 (r = 0.48) tend543

to mitigate it. Types 5 (r = 0.17) and 6 (r = 0.22) do not have544

important impacts on the SIE loss. When considering the sum545

of the frequencies of Types 2 and 4, the relation appears to546

be even clearer with a correlation of −0.65. This means that547

the frequency increase of Types 2 and 4 could partly explain548

the summertime record Arctic SIE loss observed over the last549

decade.550

For the Z500-based classification, only Type 5 (r =551

−0.54) can be clearly related to enhanced SIE loss and552

Type 1 (r = 0.57) to mitigated SIE loss. For the remaining553

types, the correlation varies between −0.20 and −0.04. As554

said above, Type 5 combines the Beaufort Sea High and555

the Greenland High. Type 2 shows only a slight ridge over556

Greenland and a depression centred over the Arctic Ocean,557

far away from the Russian coast. Thus, the conditions favour-558

ing sea ice export through the Fram Strait and the Barents Sea559

are not met for this type, as confirmed by its poor correlation560

(r =−0.20) with SIE.561

Our results seem to confirm those of Wang et al. (2009)562

and Overland et al. (2012), who showed that the record Arc-563

tic sea ice loss observed over the last years can partly be564

attributed to more frequent positive Arctic Dipole Anomaly565

(DA) phases. In fact, positive DA phases are characterised566

by a higher occurrence of a high pressure system over the567

Canadian Arctic Archipelago and Greenland and a low pres-568

sure system over the Kara and Laptev Seas (Wu et al., 2006).569

Thus, at first glance, the SLP-based Types 2 and 4 can both570

be associated to a positive DA phase, while the other types,571

and in particular Types 1 and 3, can be related to a nega-572

tive DA phase. During positive DA phases, the sea ice export573

from the Arctic basin through the Fram Strait and the Bar-574

ents Sea is strongly enhanced, which is particularly effective575

for important sea ice loss during summer (Wang et al., 2009).576

Further, our results agree with those of Simmonds and Keay577

(2009) and Screen et al. (2011), who have shown that SIE in578

September is lower in years characterised by a weaker than579

normal summertime Arctic cyclonic activity, which induces580

a higher average SLP over the region.581

5 Conclusions582

We have used an automatic circulation type classification to583

study the anomalies in the summertime (JJA) atmospheric584

circulation based on (i) the sea level pressure and (ii) the585

500hPa geopotential height over the Arctic region over the586

1871–2014 period. Three reanalysis datasets were used over587

the second half of the 20th century (ERA-Interim as refer-588

ence, ERA-40, and NCEP/NCAR). The 20CRv2 and ERA-589

20C reanalyses were used over the 1871–2012 and 1900–590

2010 periods respectively, to evaluate if circulation anoma-591
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lies similar to 2007–2012 could already have occurred. Fur-592

ther, since 20CRv2 data are given as a 56-member ensem-593

ble mean with its standard deviation (spread), 20 000 runs594

have been done to take into account the 20CRv2 uncertainty.595

For these runs, the spread multiplied by a factor varying ran-596

domly between −1 and 1 has been added to the daily mean.597

Despite an uncertainty of about 5 to 11% for the circu-598

lation type frequencies before 1930, the magnitude and the599

time evolution of the frequency anomalies can be reasonably600

well estimated using 20CRv2 SLP. Further, this uncertainty601

becomes less significant after 1950, due to improved assimi-602

lated data availability and reliability. The strong impact of the603

number and quality of observational data on the reliability of604

reanalysis datasets is also highlighted by the important dis-605

crepancies between 20CRv2 and ERA-20C during the first606

half of the 20th century. These discrepancies can have strong607

impacts on the interpretation of the results. For example, the608

1923–1931 warmer summers over Greenland (Chylek et al.,609

2006) could be attributed to anomalous atmospheric circu-610

lation conditions according to ERA-20C but not to 20CRv2.611

The particular spatial pattern of the 20CRv2 spread, i.e. high-612

est over the Arctic Ocean, causes a strong overestimation613

of Type 1 (low pressure over the Arctic Ocean) and Type614

2 (high pressure over the Arctic Ocean) at the expense of615

all other types for the SLP-based 20 000-run ensemble com-616

pared to the 20CRv2 reference run. Thus, it is interesting617

to note that, although no systematic SLP bias is introduced618

through adding the spread, systematic circulation type fre-619

quency shifts appear. In a similar way, the Z500 spread also620

introduces artefacts in the 20 000-run ensemble. This shows621

the importance of accounting for the spread of the 20CRv2622

data to get an estimation of the range of plausible results.623

We have found the same summertime circulation anoma-624

lies as described by other authors (Fettweis et al., 2013;625

Ballinger et al., 2014), i.e. a doubling in frequency of the626

Beaufort Sea – Arctic Ocean High and of the Greenland627

High over 2007–2012. Only four other periods (1871–1880,628

1891–1896, 1923–1931, and 1957–1960) of similar circula-629

tion anomalies were detected but the successions of sum-630

mers with such anomalies are shorter than in the 2000’s.631

These anomalies all largely exceed the interannual variabil-632

ity of the circulation type frequencies. Nevertheless, it is not633

possible to attribute the circulation anomalies over 2007–634

2012 to global warming. First, these anomalies are observed635

over a too short period, so that they could simply be an636

exceptionally strong deviance from the average circulation.637

In this way, the 2013 summer was marked by opposite fre-638

quency extremes, positive NAO index values, a low melt of639

the Greenland ice sheet, and lower Arctic sea ice decline640

compared to 2007–2012. Our findings corroborate those of641

Rajewicz and Marshall (2014), who state that the 2013 JJA642

mean Z500 over Greenland was significantly lower than the643

average over the last seven decades, which contrasts with the644

strong positive anomaly of the preceding summers. The op-645

posite extreme anomalies between 2012 (positive anomaly)646

and 2013 (negative anomaly) have also been highlighted by647

Hanna et al. (2014b) on the basis of the Greenland Block-648

ing Index. Secondly, as said above, similar circulation con-649

ditions were observed before 1880 and around 1891–1896,650

when the Arctic climate was likely to have been much colder651

than now. Further, Ding et al. (2014) suggest that the geopo-652

tential height increase observed over north-east Canada and653

Greenland, as well as the negative NAO trend, could be due654

to SST changes in the tropical Pacific that induce changes in655

the Rossby wave train affecting the North-American region.656

Since the tropical SST changes are not reproduced by Gen-657

eral Circulation Models under current greenhouse gas con-658

centrations, Ding et al. (2014) conclude that these changes659

are due to the natural variability of the climatic system. On660

the other side, Wu et al. (2014) showed that the progres-661

sive intensification of the Beaufort Sea High over 1979–2005662

can only be reproduced by climate models by including the663

observed greenhouse gas concentration increase. Moreover,664

Screen et al. (2012) have shown that various forcings are665

needed to explain the observed Arctic warming: while Arctic666

sea ice and associated SST changes, as well as remote SST667

changes (corroborating the conclusions of Ding et al. (2014))668

are the main drivers of the winter warming, the summertime669

temperature increase could mainly be due to increased ra-670

diative forcing, suggesting a role of global warming. Mat-671

sumura et al. (2014) have found a significant relation be-672

tween the earlier spring snowmelt over the Eurasian conti-673

nent and the enhanced summertime Arctic anticyclonic cir-674

culation. The earlier snowmelt could induce a negative SLP675

anomaly over Eurasia, which is compensated by an SLP in-676

crease over the western part of the Arctic region. Finally,677

Bezeau et al. (2014) conclude that the anomalous anticy-678

clonic patterns over the Arctic over 2007–2012 are due to679

combined effects of sea ice loss, snow extent reduction, and680

enhanced meridional heat advection. Thus, while it is widely681

admitted that the Arctic region experiences a strong warming682

since some years (Screen et al., 2012), the complexity of the683

climate of this region due to its multiple internal and external684

forcings and feedbacks does not allow us to solve the ques-685

tion whether the 2007–2012 circulation anomaly is (mainly)686

due to global warming or to natural variability.687

Our findings corroborate those of Ballinger et al. (2014)688

and Overland et al. (2012), who found that the Beaufort Sea689

High is associated with anticyclonic conditions over Green-690

land. This is particularly clear for the Z500-based classifi-691

cation, where Type 5 combines both the Beaufort Sea High692

and the Greenland High. Moreover, the circulation type fre-693

quency anomalies observed over the 2007–2012 period on694

the basis of SLP and Z500 are linked with the observed neg-695

ative NAO trend (Hanna et al., 2014a). Thus, our results696

seem to be in agreement with the hypothesis of Overland697

et al. (2012), who suggest that recently more frequent Beau-698

fort Sea High and Greenland High pressure systems might699

be part of an enhanced North-American blocking mecha-700

nism. Additionally, we have shown that the 2007–2012 cir-701
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culation anomaly affects the whole tropospheric circulation,702

from the surface (SLP) until upper levels (Z500). In this way,703

Mahieu et al. (2014) have shown that increased HCl concen-704

trations observed since 2007 in the lower stratosphere of the705

Northern Hemisphere can be attributed to atmospheric cir-706

culation anomalies. This confirms once more that the 2007–707

2012 summertime Arctic circulation anomaly analysed here708

could be part of a major climatic anomaly extending beyond709

the Arctic region.710

Finally, the observed summertime decrease in sea ice ex-711

tent (SIE) between 1980 and 2014 seems to be partly due712

to the higher occurrence of the Beaufort Sea High and the713

Greenland High. This means that, in addition to the factors714

influencing the Arctic sea ice melt cited by Stroeve et al.715

(2014) and Parkinson (2014) (e.g. generalised warming over716

the Arctic, earlier melt onset, enhanced ice-albedo feedback,717

increased SST, and a delayed autumn freeze up), the JJA at-718

mospheric circulation could also play a significant role in the719

sea ice melt. However, some studies (e.g. Petoukhov and Se-720

menov, 2010; Inoue et al., 2012; Bezeau et al., 2014) suggest721

that atmospheric circulation changes can be induced by SIE722

anomalies. Therefore, the recent SIE decrease could be a trig-723

ger of the recent atmospheric circulation change inducing in724

turn a SIE decrease, suggesting a positive feedback.725
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Table 1. For the SLP-based circulation types, which show a frequency increase over the 2007–2012 period, the summers presenting a higher
frequency than the 90th percentile frequency (i.e. a 10 year return period) on the basis of the 20CRv2 reference run over 1871–2012 (JJA)
are listed chronologically.

Type 2 Type 4

1873 1871
1877 1872
1879 1880
1891 1928
1897 1957
1911 1958
1912 1971
1923 1977
1948 1980
1960 1993
1965 2007
1982 2008
1987 2009
2007 2011
2011 2012
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Fig. 1. The SLP-based reference circulation types over the 1980–2012 (JJA) period for ERA-Interim are represented by the solid black
isobars (in hPa). The SLP anomaly (in colours) is calculated as the difference between the class mean SLP and the seasonal mean SLP over
1980–2012. The average frequency of each type is also given.
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Fig. 2. The dotted light lines represent the annual (JJA) SLP-based circulation type frequencies for ERA-Interim (1979–2014) and ERA-40
(1958–1978), NCEP/NCAR (1948–2014), ERA-20C (1900–2010), and the 20CRv2 reference run and the 20CRv2 20 000-run ensemble
mean (1871–2012). The corresponding solid lines represent the 10 year binomial running mean frequencies. For the 20CRv2 20 000-run
ensemble, the 10th and the 90th percentiles as well as the one standard deviation interval around the mean are also given.
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Fig. 3. Top: the average SLP spread and its standard deviation are calculated as the seasonal (JJA) average 20CRv2 spread and its standard
deviation over the oceanic pixels of our domain. The maximum SLP spread is the value of the oceanic pixel showing the highest seasonal
(JJA) average spread of each year. Bottom: the SLP spread is calculated as the average 20CRv2 spread over the 1871–1930 summers (JJA),
left, and over the 1950–2012 summers, right.
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Fig. 4. The 30 year running correlation is calculated between the annual (JJA) SLP-based frequencies of each type and the JJA CRU NAO
index. For the “Types 2+ 4” correlation, the frequencies of Types 2 and 4 have been summed before computing the correlation.


